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Baidu Apollo, release software updates on a weekly basis [8],
[9]. It is challenging to scale existing AV testing techniques to
such a rapidly developing AV industry.
This paper proposes AV-F UZZER, an efficient AV testing
framework that generates test cases to determine the safety
violations of an AV in the presence of an evolving traffic
environment. We perturb the driving maneuvers of traffic
participants (e.g., other vehicles in the environment) to creating
situations in which an AV runs into safety violations. Our
approach is based on the following insights and observations:
(1) We can formulate the search of the perturbations to be
introduced as an optimization problem that can be solved
using genetic algorithm and the domain knowledge of vehicle
dynamics. We minimize the safety potential of an AV over
its projected trajectory, and the values of the perturbation
determined by this process provide participants’ parameters
that define their trajectories. (2) The efficiency of finding
safety violations can be improved by designing a local fuzzer
that dynamically increases the exploitation of local optima in
I. I NTRODUCTION
areas where highly likely safety-hazardous situations (i.e., nearFrom reducing traffic congestion to improving access to miss accidents, etc.) are observed. (3) We develop a restart
transportation, autonomous vehicles (AVs) hold significant mechanism that repeats the optimization with significantly
potential to increase productivity and improve quality of life. different starting points in the unexplored search space, to
Ensuring AV safety is critical to success in the marketplace, determine diverse safety-hazardous situations in which the AV
particularly since there is a public perception problem with will run into safety violations.
regard to their safety, and this public wariness impacts AV
We demonstrate AV-F UZZER on Baidu Apollo, an industrialvendors’ decisions to produce and deploy these vehicles.
grade, level-4 AV software stack widely used to control AVs
Testing is an essential aspect of AV development that ensures on public roads [10], [11]. We find several safety-critical
the vehicles driven by self-driving software are safe. Commonly, deficiencies in Apollo that have not been discovered or reported
AVs are tested using stress-testing techniques. A popular before, and we are able to find these safety violations in a
practice is leveraging human-specified inputs, where a human relatively short period of search time. Specifically, we find 13
operator specifies the maneuvers of surrounding vehicles in critical scenarios in which Apollo runs into hazardous situations
traffic and observes the target AV’s behavior [1]. However, that lead to crashes. In contrast, other techniques, such as
this approach is expensive and takes a very long time due random fuzzing and adaptive stress testing [4], find only 1 and
to extensive human labor involvement. Recently, researchers 5 safety violations, respectively, in the same amount of search
have proposed automatic (or semiautomatic) techniques to time. We then analyze the overarching causes of the safety
generate test cases for AVs [2]–[6]. These approaches either use violations AV-F UZZER reports in Apollo and characterize them
random sampling methods or rely on training machine-learning into 5 distinct types that map to various categories of software
models to navigate test case generation [4], [7]. However, these deficiencies in that system. Of the 5 types, 2 mimic real-world
techniques often overlook edge cases or tend to repeatedly find AV accidents reported to the California DMV [12] in the past.
failures similar to ones already discovered. Moreover, they can While AV-F UZZER finds all 5 types within 20 hours of search,
be inefficient in testing real-world AVs with industrial-grade existing techniques [4] can find at most 2 distinct types, even
simulators, as the state space of vehicle behaviors (including given 10x the search time (200 hours).
the physical states of all the vehicles and the internal software
Because AV-F UZZER is both efficient and effective, it can
states of the AV) are huge. AV technology vendors, such as be integrated into the AV development cycle. To the best of our
Abstract—This paper proposes AV-F UZZER, a testing framework, to find the safety violations of an autonomous vehicle (AV)
in the presence of an evolving traffic environment. We perturb
the driving maneuvers of traffic participants to create situations
in which an AV can run into safety violations. To optimally
search for the perturbations to be introduced, we leverage domain
knowledge of vehicle dynamics and genetic algorithm to minimize
the safety potential of an AV over its projected trajectory. The
values of the perturbation determined by this process provide
parameters that define participants’ trajectories. To improve the
efficiency of the search, we design a local fuzzer that increases the
exploitation of local optima in the areas where highly likely safetyhazardous situations are observed. By repeating the optimization
with significantly different starting points in the search space,
AV-F UZZER determines several diverse AV safety violations. We
demonstrate AV-F UZZER on an industrial-grade AV platform,
Baidu Apollo, and find five distinct types of safety violations in
a short period of time. In comparison, other existing techniques
can find at most two. We analyze the safety violations found in
Apollo and discuss their overarching causes.
Index Terms—Autonomous vehicles, safety-critical applications
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vision and deep-learning techniques. The object detection
algorithm performs tasks, such as segmentation, classification,
and clustering, based on the sensor data from individual sensors.
Then it uses fusion techniques such as extended Kalman
Genetic
Algorithm
filters [14], to merge the data and generate a final track list of
objects.
Localization Module: The localization module is responLocal
sible for providing the location of the AV. It fuses multiple
Fuzzer
sets of input data from various sources to locate the AV in the
world model. It does so via aggregation of input data from
Figure 1: A high-level overview of AV-F UZZER framework, GPS, IMU, and LiDAR sensors.
Prediction Module: The prediction module is responsible
including the graphical simulator, and the AV architecture.
for studying and predicting the behavior of all the objects
knowledge, this is the first study that (i) proposes an efficient detected by the perception module in the world model. It
testing framework that assesses how driving maneuvers of generates basic information on objects, such as their positions,
traffic participants impact the safety of an end-to-end, real- headings, velocities, and accelerations, and then uses this data
world, industrial-grade AV system and (ii) investigates the to generate predicted trajectories with probabilities for those
software deficiencies of Apollo that lead to safety violations in objects.
Routing Module: The routing module generates high-level
autonomous driving.
navigation information based on the current location and
To summarize:
1
destination of the AV. The output of the module, passage
• We propose AV-F UZZER , an AV testing framework
that quickly finds diverse safety violations caused by an lanes, and roads are computed based on the HD map.
Planning Module: The planning module generates navigaAV in the presence of a dynamically changing traffic
tion
plans based on the origin and destination of the AV and
environment.
computes
a safe (i.e., collision-free) driving trajectory for the
• We demonstrate the capabilities of AV-F UZZER on an
AV
using
the
output data from the localization and prediction
industry-grade, level-4 AV technology stack, Baidu Apollo,
and find more safety violations much more efficiently than modules.
Control Module: The control module takes the planned
other existing AV test methods.
trajectory as input and generates control commands (e.g.,
• We analyze and classify the safety violations AV-F UZZER
reports in Apollo into 5 distinct types, and discuss their actuation, brake, steer) to pass to the CAN bus, which delivers
the information to the AV’s mechanical system.
overarching causes.
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B. Genetic Algorithm

II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe the architecture of an autonomous
driving system, the high-level concept of genetic algorithms,
and the high-fidelity simulations used in this study.

Genetic algorithm (GA) [15], [16] is a meta-heuristic search
algorithm inspired by natural evolution. The algorithm starts
with an initial set of candidate solutions, which are collectively
called the population. The algorithm is driven by a fitness
function that computes the fitness score of a candidate. The
fitness score reflects how good the candidate is at solving the
problem.
At each stage, some candidate solutions are chosen from the
population for recombination operations. There are two types
of recombination operations: (a) crossover and (b) mutation. In
crossover, two candidates are randomly chosen and exchanged
in the hope of generating a better solution from a good one.
This operation tends to narrow the search and move toward
an optimal solution. In mutation, one candidate is randomly
selected. The operation flips a bit or an entity in a solution,
which expands the search exploration of the algorithm. In
general, recombination operations give rise to new, betterperforming members, which are then added to the population.
In contrast, members that have poor fitness scores are gradually
eliminated. Each such processes is called a generation and is
repeated until either a population member has the desired fitness
score (hence a solution is found) or the algorithm terminates
upon exceeding the time allocated to it.

A. Autonomous Driving Systems
AVs use Autonomous Driving System (ADS) technology
to replace human drivers in controlling a vehicle’s steering,
acceleration, and monitoring of the surrounding environment
(e.g., other vehicles) [3], [8], [13]. A modern ADS architecture
consists of a sensor layer and six basic modules [9], as shown
in Î in Fig. 1.
Sensor Layer: The sensor layer preprocesses input data and
filters sensor noise. An ADS supports a wide range of sensors,
such as cameras, inertial measurement units (IMU), Global
Positioning Systems (GPS), sonar, RADAR, and LiDAR. In
this study, we use the prototype vehicle Baidu Apollo, which is
equipped with two camera sensors (one at the top and another
in front of the vehicle) and one LiDAR [9].
Perception Module: The perception module reads data
from the sensor layer to detect static objects (e.g., lanes,
traffic signs, or barriers) and dynamic objects (e.g., passenger
vehicles or trucks) in the traffic environment using computer
1 AV-F UZZER

can be downloaded at https://github.com/cclinus/AV-Fuzzer
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environment can be chosen from existing road structures
We use an Unreal Engine (UE) based real-time simulation supported by the simulator used. For example, in our study,
platform, LGSVL [17], that is capable of simulating complex we use the LGSVL graphical simulator [17] that supports
urban and freeway driving scenarios using a library of urban both freeway and urban road structures. Users can also create
layouts, buildings, pedestrians, and vehicles. The simulator can other road structures for their tests. AV-F UZZER is not tied
generate various sensor data at regular intervals (from cameras, to particular configurations. In this study, the allowed NPC
LiDARs, etc.) that can be fed to the ADS platform, providing maneuvers consist of acceleration/deceleration, following lane,
an end-to-end simulation environment for testing ADSs. The and making lane change. When accelerating/decelerating, a
simulator supports a representative model of physics that target speed (ranging from 0 - 41m/s) is set for the NPC.
mimics real-world vehicle dynamics, enabling a high-fidelity The vehicle will try to reach the target speed based on the
simulation of vehicle behaviors and their moving trajectories. kinematics of the vehicle. These maneuvers are implemented
The high-fidelity simulation also indicates a large search space and supported by LGSVL simulator APIs [17].
of vehicle states (i.e., positions, velocities, AV internal software
B. Domain Knowledge Module (Ì in Fig. 1)
states, etc.). The simulation platform is a typical environment
used by the AV industry to develop and test their ADSs.
C. High-Fidelity Simulation Platform

Tesla Example

TV1

III. AV-F UZZER OVERVIEW

Google AV Example

This section presents an overview of AV-F UZZER. Our
overarching goal is to efficiently identify traffic maneuvers
of surrounding vehicles that lead to AV safety violations. We
use GA to minimize a defined fitness function (equivalent to the
safety of the AV) to guide the search for problematic maneuvers.
In this context, each time we find a highly likely safetyviolation case, we trigger further exploitation of the surrounding
areas (i.e., perturbing parameters of the surrounding traffic) to
pinpoint hazardous conditions that lead to safety violations. We
do so by using GA to first explore towards high-potential areas
in the search space where the safety of the AV is low. Then we
leverage a local fuzzer to extensively exploit each of these highpotential cases and evolve them into safety-violation scenarios,
if possible. When we observe the process getting stuck, we
restart the search from a significantly different starting point in
an unexplored area in the search space, based on the historical
trajectories we have already explored. By moving across the
optimization space in this way, we are able to determine a
number of diverse safety-violation scenarios of the AV.
Fig. 1 shows the overall structure of the AV-F UZZER
framework, as well as diagrams of the simulator and the AV
under test. AV-F UZZER (Ê) consists of a configuration module
(Ë) that specifies the driving environment, a domain knowledge
module (Ì) that defines safety model and vehicle kinetics, and
a fuzzing engine (Í) that drives test scenario generation. AVF UZZER is connected to a graphical simulator (Ï) that feeds
sensor inputs to the AV under test (Î) and provides a simulation
platform. In this paper, we call non-AV traffic participants nonplayer characters (NPCs) or target vehicles (TVs). We refer
to the AV under test as the ego vehicle (EV) or the AV. We
define a scenario as a sequence of NPC maneuvers performed
in a given a driving environment in a simulation.

EV

EV

TV

TV2

TV

EV

EV

Figure 2: Real-world examples of violating safety constraints
which lead to crashes (EV = ego vehicle or the AV under test;
TV = target vehicle or NPC)
AV-F UZZER leverages domain knowledge to perform an
informed exploration to search for possible scenarios that are
likely to lead to AV safety violations. It does so by combining
vehicle kinetics and a safety model with a defined fitness
function to guide the scenario-generating process.
1) Safety Model: AV-F UZZER allows users to define a set of
safety constraints in their tests based on the design requirements
of the AV, the operational design domain (ODD), and traffic
laws (which depend on geographical location). Violating the
condition(s) of the safety constraints indicates a safety violation.
One of the requirements for AVs is that they follow traffic
regulations and do not cause at-fault accidents. Therefore, we
define two common safety constraints that an AV must follow
in order not to cause any at-fault accidents on public roads.
We use one real-world example for each to illustrate the safety
constraints we define in our safety model. These are shown in
Fig. 2.
SC-1: The first example corresponds to a problem with Tesla
Autopilot: the Tesla fails to register the vehicle in front of it
and accelerates; the Tesla rear-ends the vehicle, leading to
a fatal accident [18]. Based on traffic regulations, Tesla has
significant liability in the rear-end collision, since it failed to
maintain a safe distance from the leading vehicle. We define
maintaining a safe distance from the leading vehicle as one of
the safety constraints, SC-1. Hence, failure to do so and thus
A. Configuration: Driving Environment Setup (Ë in Fig. 1)
to cause an accident results in safety violations.
The configuration module specifies the driving environment
SC-2: The second example (shown at the bottom of Fig. 2)
in which the test is conducted. In the setup, the user of AV- illustrates an accident in which a Google AV failed to yield
F UZZER specifies a driving environment: the road structure to a vehicle (TV) approaching from behind in the adjacent
where the test happens, NPCs and their initial states, and lane, resulting in a side collision [19]. In this case, the TV had
the allowed maneuvers of NPCs in the test. The driving the right of way, and the Google AV should have yielded to
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This process is repeated until a scenario with lower safety
potential is found. In that way, the GA performs a directed
exploration in the NPC maneuver space to narrow the search
and move towards safety violation scenarios. Once the GA finds
a scenario with a low safety potential, we use the scenario as
a seed scenario for exploitation (Á in Figure 4). Note that this
exploration process can also be guided by other optimization
algorithms; however, we choose GA since it provides better
efficiency in optimizing trajectories in high-fidelity simulations.
We will further explain this in Section IV-B and V-A.
We designed a local fuzzer (Ã in Figure 4) that takes the seed
scenario and iteratively exploits its close variants to identify
safety violations. The local fuzzer is triggered as a subroutine
of the GA when a scenario with low safety potential is observed.
Our intuition is that there might exist a safety violation around
a near-miss case, hence we exploit the local optima of it before
the search is directed to a different target area. In this step,
the GA main process is suspended, and the local fuzzer takes
over and searches the NPC maneuvers around the seed for
safety violations given a period of search time. The GA main
process is resumed at the end of the local fuzzer’s execution.
Any safety violation scenarios found during the process are
reported.
We monitor whether the fitness of the generated scenarios
is improved over time in the GA. If it is not, we conclude
that the GA is stuck at a local optimum. We launch a Random
Restart process if that happens (shown in Ä in Fig. 4), such
that a new set of scenarios are initialized and the GA can
restart. We do this by randomly generating a large set of NPC
maneuvers for the new set of scenarios and choosing the ones
that are most different from those in past scenarios that the
GA generated. The restart mechanism ensures that (1) the GA
gets out of the stuck point when the search direction is likely
a dead end, and (2) distinct safety violation scenarios can be
found as a result of the restart in an uncharted area in the
search space. These components synergistically work together
and dynamically balance exploration versus exploitation in the
search.

dsafe
dsafe
EV

δ
dstop

Figure 3: Vehicle kinetic safety model. Definition of dstop ,
dsafe , and δ for lateral and longitudinal movement of the car.
it. Hence, the Google AV has significant liability. We define
yielding to a vehicle that has the right of way as the other
safety constraint, SC-2. Failure to do so and thus causing an
accident will result in safety violations.
Recall that our goal is to determine the NPC trajectories in
a scenario in which the AV will run into the safety violations.
There can be many possible such NPC trajectories that can
lead an AV to violate the safety constraints (either SC-1 or
SC-2)—these trajectories are what AV-F UZZER aims to find.
2) Vehicle Kinetics: We define a vehicle kinetic model that
connects vehicle dynamics with the safety model. This kinetic
model is applied to the conditions of violating the safety
constraints in a collision to quantify safety potential. In the
vehicle kinetic model, we define the instantaneous safety criteria
of a vehicle in terms of the longitudinal (i.e., in the direction
of the vehicle’s motion) and lateral (i.e., perpendicular to the
direction of the vehicle’s motion) Cartesian distance travelled
by the AV (see Fig. 3). We define δ, the safety potential, in (1).
δ = dsafe − dstop
(1)
In the equation, dsafe [20], [21] of a vehicle is defined as the
maximum distance the vehicle can travel without colliding with
any static or dynamic object. dstop is defined as the distance
the vehicle will travel before coming to a complete stop while
the maximum comfortable deceleration amax is being applied.
Similar models have been proposed in [13].
A vehicle is defined to be in a safe state if δ > 0 in
both the lateral and longitudinal directions with respect to
another vehicle.2 The safety potential, δ, is measured and
monitored globally in a scenario for every vehicle in the driving
environment with respect to the conditions of safety violations.
In general, the smaller δ is, the larger the risk of leading to
a safety violation at that moment, as the vehicle needs more
space than is available to avoid the collision.

D. Putting AV-F UZZER into Perspective

The fuzzing engine features informed searching according
to the feedback from introducing a new NPC maneuver in a
scenario. The feedback based on the fitness function is provided
C. Fuzzing Engine (Í in Fig. 1)
by monitoring the states of vehicles in the environment, and it
Fig. 4 illustrates the workflow of the fuzzing engine. At a applies domain knowledge when computing the safety potential.
high level, our fuzzing engine starts with GA (À in the figure), For illustration, we use one of the safety violation scenarios
which is guided based on feedback from a fitness function. We found by AV-F UZZER as the running example in Fig. 5.
define the fitness function in terms of the safety potential δ,
Fig. 5 (a) shows a TV that tries to overtake the AV, leaving a
which is measured using the actual AV self-driving performance little space in front of the AV. If the speed of the TV increases,
and NPC trajectories in a scenario. The GA starts with a set a rear-end collision is less likely (shown in Fig. 5(b)). We will
of scenarios with randomly generated NPC maneuvers in the observe an increasing δ value. However, if the speed of the
population. It then introduces changes to the NPC maneuvers TV decreases, δ will decrease, leaving the AV with less time
via recombination operations. The GA keeps the scenarios that and space in which to respond and avoid the collision (shown
have lower safety potential and eliminates the ones with high in Fig. 5(c)). Ideally, if an AV is defect-free, it should be
safety potential, based on the fitness scores of the scenarios. able to handle these changing behaviors of the TV and avoid
2 We use the shorthand δ > 0 to mean both lateral and longitudinal δs.
causing accidents given the safety constraints (Section III-B1).
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Figure 4: Workflow of AI-driven fuzzing engine.
However, if the AV is defective, the latter case (with lower δ) shown in Fig. 7. A scenario, denoted by D, is characterized
will lead to a scenario where the AV is more likely to reveal a by the set of all maneuver sequences of NPCs (i.e., D =
P C,i
safety violation. The GA randomly mutates an NPC maneuver {φN
: ∀i}).
t
in every scenario. By monitoring δ in the scenarios, the GA is
The maneuvers of the AV are dependent on the state of
able to select scenarios that have lower safety potential (i.e., the AV at time t and on the previous maneuver at time t − 1
lower δ) as a result of the mutations and discard the ones with (shown in (2)). They are chosen by the planning module in the
higher safety potential. In our example, scenarios similar to ADS of the AV and denoted by Pev . The control module in the
that in Fig. 5(b) are likely to be eliminated, whereas scenarios ADS takes these maneuvers and provides actuation commands
that are similar to that in Fig. 5 (a) are carried forward in the (e.g., steer, throttle, brake), denoted by AAV
t . The actuation
GA evolution. In this way, the surviving scenarios will contain commands drive the AV in the simulator.
the NPC maneuvers that are more likely to lead to AV safety
(2)
mAV
= PAV (St N P C,i , mAV
t
t−1 )
violations.
AV
Mutating to high NPC speed
The
AV
uses
(I
),
which
senses
data
from
multiple
t−k:t
mitigates the risk
cameras, LiDAR, RADAR, GPS, and IMU, to determine its
(b)
own state as well as the states of all the NPCs. This is shown in
δ increases
EV
TV
(3). Here, Lav corresponds to the AV’s sensor layer, perception
δ decreases
module, and prediction module. St is what our fuzzing engine
(c)
observes and uses to compute safety potential in the fitness
(a)
Mutating to low NPC speed
function.
leads to hazardous situation
(3)
St = Lav (IAV
t−k:t )
Figure 5: The GA searches for safety violation scenarios
The maneuver of the ith NPC at time t is dependent on
in NPC maneuver space based on the actual self-driving
its own state as well as the previous maneuver at time t −
performance of the AV.
1, as that is shown in (4). Here Psim is the planner of the
IV. A LGORITHM D ESIGN
simulator that issues maneuvers for NPCs. The controller takes
maneuvers and provides actuation commands, denoted
This section presents the formalism for the fuzzing engine. those NPC,i
by At
, to each NPC. The actuation commands drive the
A. Modeling Vehicle Behaviors
NPCs in the simulator. The NPC maneuvers are what our
Let mt be a driving maneuver employed by an agent (either fuzzing engine perturbs via simulator API.
P C,i
P C,i
P C,i
NPC or AV) at time t. We use mN
to denote the maneuver
(4)
t
mN
= Psim (St N P C,i , mN
)
t
t−1
th
AV
of i NPC and mt for the AV. A sequence of maneuvers
The state of each agent is readily available to the simulator
P C,i
performed by the ith NPC until time t is denoted by φN
, through its direct access. The states of all the agents and
t
P C,i
NP C
and by the AV as φAV
= {φN
: ∀i} to actuation values in the simulator generate 3D frame O ,
t
t . We use φt
t
represent the set of all NPC maneuvers until time t.
AV
forming
the
observations
of
the
AV
that
transform
to
I
.
t−k:t
We define the state of an ith agent at time t as Sit . It consists
Ot+1 = Rsim (St , At )
(5)
of the agent’s position (~x), velocity (~v ), and acceleration (~a). B. Genetic Algorithm
P C,i
We use SN
to denote the state of the ith NPC and SAV
to
Why GA? There are various optimization algorithms that can
t
t
denote the state of the AV. The states of all agents at time-step be chosen to guide the search. We choose GA for the following
t are denoted by St . In our study, the states are observed from reasons: (1) We empirically observed that GA can be more
the simulator.
efficient than model-based techniques, such as reinforcement
We use sim output to denote Ot at time-step t. It is 3D learning (RL), in optimizing NPC trajectories in a high-fidelity
frames generated by the simulator’s rendering engine (e.g., simulation. This is because the state space of trajectories
Unreal Engine). The AV reads sim output using sensors (e.g., and vehicle behaviors is huge in a high-fidelity simulation.
camera images, LiDAR point-cloud, RADAR data, and GPS Observing a repeated one, necessary for RL to be effective,
location) as input It .
requires RL to accumulate a huge set of historical data, which
Recall that a driving environment is characterized by the can be very time-consuming. In contrast, GA guides the search
initial state of the NPCs and the AV, and the road type (i.e., by trial and error without relying on having a huge set of
urban vs. freeway). Examples of driving environments are historical data. (2) There are inherently many local optima in
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Figure 6: A high-level overview of the genetic algorithm design.
the space, each of which may correspond to a unique case of candidate scenario, and the GA decides whether the candidate
safety violation. We aim at finding as many safety cases as scenario should be considered for the next evaluation round.
possible, and GA is found to be efficient in promoting solution
3) Recombination Operations: The recombination operadiversity [22]. (3) Other methods, such as Bayesian linear tions consist of mutation and crossover. The high-level ideas
regression [23], Bayesian optimization [6], and variational of the two operations are shown in Figure 6.
P C,i
inference [24], are promising but can be either data-inefficient
Mutation: Given a set of mN
in a scenario, the
t
or difficult to scale to a high-dimensional state space. We mutation operator randomly chooses one of them and randomly
evaluate the performance of AV-F UZZER and compare it with changes it with a maneuver from the allowed NPC maneuvers
other techniques in Section V.
(Section III-A) with a probability of rm .
The high-level workflow of the genetic algorithm is shown
Crossover: We designed the crossover operation as a swap
in Fig. 6 and will be described next.
operation, which increases the chances of combining the NPCs
1) Initialization: We begin with a set of randomly initialized in two scenarios to form a new scenario with a higher chance
scenarios as our initial population. Recall that a scenario of AV safety violations. In every generation, the swap operation
is characterized by a sequence of all NPC maneuvers (i.e., randomly selects two NPCs in two scenarios, one from each,
P C,i
{φN
: ∀i}). In the GA, a scenario corresponds to a and swaps the two NPCs with a probability of rc .
t
P C,i
chromosome, and a maneuver mN
for the ith NPC
We experimented with rm and rc values in the range that the
t
corresponds to a gene. We ensure that at time-step t = 0, GA literature recommends [16] and chose 0.3 and 0.4 for rm
all agents are safe, i.e., δt=0 > 0.
and rc , respectively; they result in the shortest time to arrive
2) Fitness Function: In the GA, the fitness score of a at safety violation scenarios in our case.
candidate is used to determine whether the candidate should
4) Roulette Selection: The goal of the selection process is to
be carried forward or eliminated. There are a few proposals for eliminate unfit candidates from the population. We do this by
designing fitness functions in the area of testing autonomous integrating a roulette selection process that selects candidates
systems [25]. For our testing purposes, We choose to design our in proportion to their fitness scores. If a scenario has a higher
fitness function based on domain knowledge and vehicle safety. fitness score, it will be selected more often. To do this, we
Our fitness function gives a fitness score to each scenario based "size" the candidates according to their fitness scores. Let T
on the AV’s and NPCs’ performance. Since we are looking for be the sum fitness score of all the scenarios in a generation. A
AV safety violations that lead to crashes, we define our fitness random number from 0 to T falls within the range of some
function with the objective of decreasing safety potential (δ). scenario, which is then selected. With fitness-proportionate
δ can be decreased by either decreasing dsafe or increasing selection. There is a chance that some scenarios with lower
dstop (or both) as defined in (1). AV-F UZZER achieves this scores may survive the selection process. The reason for this is
PC
by choosing NPC maneuvers (φN
) that can lead to such that the probability that the weaker scenarios will survive is low,
t
conditions, shown in Section III-D. As shown in (6), our fitness but not zero, meaning it is still possible they will be selected.
function optimizes decreasing of δ.
That is an advantage because there is a chance that even weak
PC
F(PAV , φN
)
=
min{δ
:
∀t}
t
(6) scenarios may have some features or characteristics that could
t
In our simulation experiment, we measured the fitness score prove useful following the recombination operations [26].
of a scenario four times per second3 . A smaller δt measured at
C. Local Fuzzer
a time-step t indicates a higher risk of safety violation at time
The intention of local fuzzer is to dynamically increase
t. The risk can be mitigated or increased in the next time-step
the exploitation of the surrounding areas when any scenario
(t + 1), depending on the dynamics of the environment.
We are interested in solving the following optimization with anhigh potential for safety violations is discovered. Such
high-potential cases may represent near-miss cases of safety
problem in the GA:
violations.
We use them as seed scenarios. The local fuzzer
N P C∗
NP C
φ
= argmin F(PAV , φ
)
(7) process focuses on exploitation that mines local optimum in
φN P C
∗
where φN P C are the NPC maneuvers that may cause the AV the neighborhood based on those seed scenarios collected by
to have safety violations. The fitness score is used to rank each the GA. Once a scenario (say chigh ) with a high fitness score
is found by the GA after a few initial stages of evolution, the
3 This is to balance experiment time and measurement granularity, as each
measurement of the fitness score requires the simulation to pause, which slows scenario will be used as a seed scenario. A subroutine of a
down the entire simulation process.
local fuzzer will be called while the evolution process of the
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GA is paused. In the local fuzzer, a new population of chigh
is initialized with the seed scenario, and a mutation-based
fuzzing process is performed based on the new population. To
maintain a high level of safety violation potential during the
local fuzzing, we stick with the fitness function as in the GA,
but with a doubled mutation rate, based on the seed scenario
as the entire population of the local fuzzer. At the end of local
fuzzing, chigh in the GA will be replaced by a scenario with a
higher fitness score found during the local fuzzing (if there is
one). This ensures an opportunity for a good gene of a better
scenario to be introduced into the GA population. After the
local fuzzing, the subroutine ends, and the main process of the
GA is resumed.

(a) DS-1: Freeway

(b) DS-2: Urban

Figure 7: Driving environments supported by simulator.
A. Efficiency

We evaluate the efficiency of comparing it against two
baselines with respect to (1) the total number of safety
violations found and (2) the mean time to the occurrence
of a safety violation, given a fixed search time. For our first
baseline, we build a random fuzzer that generates random
NPC maneuvers in every scenario. For the second baseline, we
choose a state-of-the-art adaptive stress testing (AST) technique
powered by reinforcement learning (RL) [4]. RL is a popular
D. Random Restart
machine-learning algorithm based on Markov decision process.
We
establish the baseline by adopting the code of an RL
In addition to the local fuzzer, we employ a random restart
AST
technique in [4]. Similar AST techniques are also used
(RR) mechanism in AV-F UZZER to promote solution diversity.
in
[5],
[7]. We connect the two baselines to our simulation
The RR will be activated on demand, dynamically navigating
infrastructure
by replacing the fuzzing engine in the framework
the exploration to an uncharted area in the search space when
(Figure
1)
with
either a random fuzzer or an RL AST.
the GA gets stuck. If we observe that the fitness score does
Fig.
7
illustrates
two driving environments (freeway and
not improve over time, we force an RR. We monitor the fitness
urban)
that
are
supported
by the simulation engine and are
improvement by comparing the current fitness score with the
used
in
our
evaluation.
In
each
environment, the AV and NPCs
average score over the last five generations. We keep the full
are
placed
on
the
road,
separated
by some distance. The blue
history of NPC maneuvers explored in every past scenario and
vehicles
with
bounding
boxes
are
the
NPCs whose maneuvers
use them to generate new initial populations for RR. When
are
subjected
to
change.
The
driving
environments
are common
forcing an RR, we create 1,000 candidate scenarios initialized
driving
cases
encountered
by
drivers
on
a
daily
basis. The
with random NPC maneuvers and then select the most-different
vehicles
are
initialized
with
zero
speed
and
in
a
safe
state. The
ones for the new population of RR. The similarity comparison
destination
of
the
AV
is
set
to
the
far
end
of
the
other
side of
is done by computing the Euclidean distance between the
the
road.
A
simulation
in
each
driving
environment
takes
an
NPC trajectories projected by the initialized maneuvers in the
average
of
3.6
minutes
to
evaluate
in
our
setup.
candidate scenarios and those in every past scenario, hence we
do not require running simulations. The Euclidean distance is
calculated based on the locations sampled every second along
each of the trajectories.
E. Termination
We repeat the above steps of the GA, local fuzzer, and RR
until a given time budget is exhausted. AV-F UZZER then returns
all the scenarios that resulted in AV safety violations during
the evolution. It is possible that no such solution scenarios
have been found. In that case, AV-F UZZER reports empty. Note
that there could be many reasons why AV-F UZZER might be
unable to find any safety violation scenarios. For example, the
ADS under test may be robust against violating the defined
safety constraints, or the search time allowed for AV-F UZZER
might have been too short.

(a) No. of safety violations

(b) Meantime to safety violations

Figure 8: Efficiency of AV-F UZZER.

Fig. 8a shows the numbers of safety violations AV-F UZZER,
RL AST, and the random fuzzer found in DS-1 and DS-2, given
a 10-hour simulation time budget for each technique in each of
DS-1 and DS-2. As can be seen, no safety violations are found
in DS-1 by the random fuzzer, and 3 are found by RL AST.
In contrast, AV-F UZZER finds 5 safety violations. In DS-2,
AV-F UZZER finds 8 safety violations, whereas RL AST and
random fuzzing find only 2 and 1, respectively.
Fig. 8b illustrates mean time to safety violation found by
V. R ESULTS
AV-F UZZER, RL AST, and the random fuzzer in DS-1 and
In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency and effective- DS-2. During the search, AV-F UZZER generates a total of 5
ness of AV-F UZZER in terms of the time needed to find safety and 8 seeds in DS-1 and DS-2, respectively. The local fuzzer
violations and their diversities. We then analyze the safety runs for 5 generations based on each seed. The mean time to
violations found in Apollo and discuss their underlying causes. safety violations is calculated by dividing total simulation time
Our experiments were conducted on a Ubuntu PC with 256GB by the number of the safety violations found by a technique.
memory, an Intel Xeon CPU, and an NVIDIA GTX1080 TI. These are 120 mins and 75 mins for AV-F UZZER in DS-1 and
Apollo 3.5 and LGSVL 2019.05 were used in our experiments.
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DS-2, respectively. They are about 300 mins and 200 mins cannot be found by existing techniques even given 10x the
for RL AST, and at least 600 minutes for the random fuzzer. search time (200 hours). We show one example of each type
Moreover, it took 177 mins for AV-F UZZER to find the first in Fig. 10.
safety violation in DS-1, and 162 mins in DS-2. In RL AST,
Fig. 9 shows the Euclidean distances (Section IV-D) between
it takes 296 mins and 224 mins to find the first one in DS-1 NPC trajectories across the 5 examples. The larger the distance,
and DS-2, respectively. The random fuzzer finds only 1 safety the more different the trajectories. As shown, the types have
violation in DS-2 across the entire evaluation.
quite different NPC trajectories, with a minimum of 25.03
Overall, our evaluation shows that AV-F UZZER is able to meters between example 2 and example 4, and a maximum of
find more safety violations given the same period of search 85.76 meters between example 2 and example 5. The average
time, hence it is more efficient than either RL AST or random distance between scenarios is 63.65 meters. The size of the
fuzzing. The reasons that AV-F UZZER outperforms both RL vehicle in our simulation is about 4.3 meters in length.
AST and random fuzzing are as follows: (1) Our local fuzzer
(Section IV-C) in AV-F UZZER reduces the time needed to find
different local optima by dynamically increasing exploitation
when likely safety violation cases are nearby. As we further
measured, the mean time to safety violations is reduced by
about 1.8x on average if we remove the local fuzzer in AVF UZZER. (2) The restart mechanism (Section IV-D) helps
Figure 9: Euclidean distances (in meters) between NPC
AV-F UZZER continue when it gets stuck, which saves time
trajectories in safety violation scenarios.
during the search. (3) GA, which is a meta-heuristic search
algorithm, provides a quicker solution than model-based RL in
Example 1 in Fig. 10 is a scenario in which the AV rearoptimizing NPC trajectories. This is because an NPC trajectory ends an NPC that is trying to overtake the AV. From the AV’s
consists of a dense set of continuous values in a large space. perspective, the NPC is detected, moving at high speed, as
Observing a repeated trajectory, which is necessary for RL to early as the time the NPC came to be behind the AV. However,
be effective, requires accumulating a huge set of historical data the AV is not able to predict the NPC’s intention to cut in front
for the training, which can be very time-consuming. One way of it, and hence does not take preemptive measures to slow
to mitigate this is to simplify an NPC trajectory by specifying down and yield to the NPC. The NPC then starts merging into
fewer discrete way-points to approximate where a vehicle the AV’s lane, but the AV is moving too fast to maintain at a
should move. Similar approaches are used in [6], [7] for safe distance from the NPC, leading to the rear-end collision.
simpler environments. However, in our real-time, high-fidelity Usually, this type of accident can be avoided by humans drivers,
simulation, such simplification of vehicle dynamics significantly as humans can identify intentions based on early aspects of the
distorts the experiments, making the driving scenarios and overtaking. Those early hints enable human drivers to apply
physics unrealistic. Hence, the cases found in such setups are brakes earlier and likely avoid the mishap. One way to mitigate
no longer representative of the real world and provide little this problem in AVs is to identify such NPC maneuvers based
insight into the testing of an industry-grade AV such as Apollo. on their trajectories and reduce speed accordingly to cooperate
in the merge-in maneuver of the NPC, just as human drivers
B. Safety Violation Scenarios
would commonly do. Unfortunately, Apollo is not equipped
We review all the safety violation scenarios observed in with such safety measures.
our experiments and classify similar ones into groups based
We observe that a similar accident was recently reported by
on their underlying causes. As a result, we categorize all the Pony.AI in Fremont, California, to the California DMV [12].
safety violation scenarios into 5 distinct types based on vehicle As stated in the report, a Tesla Model 3 tried to overtake the
trajectories and possible design deficiencies in Apollo. After AV that Pony.Ai is test driving and to merge into the AV’s lane.
obtaining the result described above, we continue running the Unfortunately, the AV failed to identify the intention of the
test for another 90 hours for each of DS-1 and DS-2. AV- Tesla and caused a rear-end collision. This indicates that the
F UZZER ends up with another 46 safety violation scenarios as kinds of deficiencies AV-F UZZER found do exist in real-world
the result of the search, thereby reaching a total of 59 during AV systems and traffic environments.
the 200-hour search). We observe that all the safety violation
Example 2 in Fig. 10 shows that the AV tries to overtake
scenarios, including the additional ones, are variants of the 5 the slow NPCs (TV1 and TV2) in front of it. The routine
types. Moreover, these 5 types are all revealed in the 13 safety is planned as a curvy trajectory that includes both TV1 and
violations found in the first 20-hour search by AV-F UZZER, TV2. As TV1 accelerates, the AV still tries to include TV1
indicating a saturation of the search. Note that RL AST and in its trajectory, so the curvy trajectory becomes very long.
the random fuzzer respectively only discover 2 types (Type Consequently, the AV cruises between two lanes along with
1 and 3) and 1 type (Type 1) among the 5 during the entire the trajectory regardless of the state of TV2. Finally, the AV
200-hour search. This shows that AV-F UZZER can discover fails to yield to TV2, which has the right of way, and collides
more diverse safety violation scenarios in a shorter period of with it. The time-evolving simulation views of this scenario are
time (20 hours in our simulation experiments), many of which shown in Fig. 11. As seen, TV1 and TV2 were detected by the
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Example 1

TV accelerates and tries to pass EV at
a very close distance.

When close, TV tries to cut in. EV fails to identify
the intentions in the earlier stage of the maneuver.

EV

EV

TV

TV decelerates. EV tries to brake but does not
have enough space to avoid the collision.

EV

TV

Example 2

TV
TV1 accelerates, but EV does not
update its original trajectory.

EV tries to pass the 2 slow vehicles ahead of it,
planning a long, curvy trajectory.
TV1

TV2

TV2 accelerates while EV cruises between
lanes along with the long curvy trajectory.
TV1

TV2

TV2

EV

EV

EV

Example 3

TV

Example 4

TV
EV

EV
EV travels at high speed while TV
moves slowly in the adjacent lane.

Example 5

EV detects TV ahead but too
late to come to a stop.
EV
TV

TV2 tailgates TV1; EV travels at high
speed with a safe distance from TV2.
TV2

TV slowly drifts into to the lane of EV, but EV fails to predict
the moving trajectory of TV because of TV’S low speed.
TV1 applies brakes; TV2 rear-ends TV1.
The speed of TV2 is suddenly reduced.

EV does not have enough space to come
to a complete stop to avoid the collision.

TV1

EV

EV

TV1 moves slowly; TV2 tries to merge
into the lane of TV1.

TV1

TV2

TV1 and TV2 are side by side; EV interprets the two
as one vehicle located at TV2 in the adjacent lane.
TV1

TV1

EV

TV1

TV2

EV detects TV1 but too late to come
to a complete stop.
TV1

EV

EV

EV
TV2

TV2

TV2

Figure 10: Examples of safety violation scenarios.

(a) Time 1

(d) Time 1

(b) Time 2

(e) Time 2

NPC speed was 4.56 m/s, as measured from the simulator.
(2) We also observe that Apollo’s planner can be wrong even
when the NPC trajectory is predicted correctly. Fig. 12 (b)
shows this case. As seen, Apollo’s planner issues an overtaking
action (shown in a blue fence) that crosses the NPC’s estimated
trajectory. Therefore, the AV starts accelerating, leading to an
accident.

(c) Time 3

(f) Time 3

Figure 11: Example 2: Time-evolving simulation view (Top
is simulation view, bottom is Apollo view).
Figure 12: Example 3: (a)Failure to predict NPC trajectory;
(b)The planner issues an overtaking action when it should not

AV (seen from Apollo’s view), but the planning module of the
AV did not plan a new action to accommodate the moving TV1
and TV2 during the overtaking; hence, the AV kept cruising
between lanes. This scenario reveals the design deficiency of
Apollo in this situation.
Example 3 in Fig. 10 shows a generic case of an accident
that Apollo usually fails to avoid. While the AV is cruising
at high speed, if an NPC cuts in at very low speed from the
adjacent lane, it may lead to a rear-end collision. The reason can
be a combination of several possible problems in Apollo. (1)
We observe that in such scenarios, Apollo usually mispredicts
the future trajectory of the NPC, failing to identify the intention
to overtake. The NPC trajectory prediction is done by machinelearning-based models in the Prediction Module (Section II-A).
Fig. 12 shows the moment before the accident happens. As
seen, the AV is not able to predict the future trajectory (which
should be shown as a long tail) of the NPC, and hence fails to
take preemptive action to decelerate to avoid the collision. We
notice that in this case, the NPC is predicted by Apollo to have
a speed of 0 m/s by Apollo at that moment, whereas the actual

Example 4 illustrates a cascade accident. As shown
in Fig. 10, Apollo is following TV2. TV2 starts accelerating,
and so does Apollo. At some point, TV2 rear-ends TV1,
which is stationary. As a result, the speed of TV2 is suddenly
reduced to zero, leaving Apollo little time to react. Apollo
starts applying the brake when it is only 7.3 m from TV2, and
the speed of Apollo is 41 km/h. Based on our profiling, Apollo
would need at least 8.75 m to come to a complete stop, so a
rear-end collision occurs. Similar problems have been revealed
in Tesla Autopilot [27]. One way to mitigate them is to steer
the AV to the adjacent lane (if available) to avoid the accident.
Example 5 in Fig. 10 illustrates a case in which an AV
interprets two vehicles that are side-by-side as one vehicle.
Fig 13 shows time-evolving simulation views of this scenario.
As seen, two NPCs are moving ahead at a very short distance.
The AV sees the two NPCs as just one, which it thinks is
located in the adjacent lane. Consequently, the AV continues
to accelerate until it is too late to prevent a collision. This
scenario occurs because of problems in the Perception module
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(a) Time 1

(d) Time 1

(b) Time 2

(e) Time 2

limited insights into the deficiencies of real-world ADSs. In
contrast, our work proposes a complete, yet practical and
efficient testing framework for industry-grade AVs. We further
report and analyze the safety-critical deficiencies discovered
in Apollo.
B. AV Vulnerability and Fault Injection

(c) Time 3

Fault injection techniques have been used to assess the
vulnerability of computer systems [5], [13], [40], [41]. Recently,
Jha et al. [13] have demonstrated a fast fault injection
framework for AVs that uses a Bayesian network to find
the vulnerabilities of an ADS under transient faults. While
the technique offers orders of magnitude speed-up in finding
critical faults, the focus is on hardware-fault vulnerabilities of
AVs rather than on intrinsic design deficiencies of the system.
There has been a large body of work in the area of
AV security [29], [42]–[44]. Most of it focuses on finding
adversarial examples to mislead AV perception systems. Boloor
et al. [42] demonstrate vulnerabilities by adding scratch marks
on roads and tricking AVs to steer out of lanes. Chernikova et
al. [43] show that a carefully designed minor modification
of camera images can lead to misclassification of DNNs
to the classes of the attackers’ choice. While these studies
highlight the safety concerns of AVs, they focus on the security
vulnerabilities of AVs under attack rather than on finding
intrinsic ADS software deficiencies or bugs.
C. AV Defensive Driving

(f) Time 3

Figure 13: Example 5: Time-evolving simulation view (Top
is simulation view, bottom is Apollo view).
of Apollo. Improving the accuracy of DNN models may help
prevent similar accidents.
Recall that the safety violations AV-F UZZER reports based on
the safety constraints (Section III-B1) are all at-fault accidents
where the AV breaks traffic rules and is liable. As can be
seen in Figure 10, these accidents are caused by either the
wrong actions taken by the AV or a lack of capability in
the AV, as a result of ADS deficiencies. We review all these
accidents and find that they are indeed avoidable by taking
precautionary actions (i.e., brake or switch to emergency lanes)
or by improving the perception module.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
A. AV Software Testing

Many existing studies on assessing AV robustness are geared
Another research direction in AV safety is investigating
toward testing and improving certain components (i.e., AI
modules, etc.) in ADSs [2], [28]–[35]. Fremont et al. [2] how AVs can behave defensively in response to potential
propose a probabilistic programming language for the design dangers. Zhan et al. [45] propose a unified planning framework
and analysis of deep-learning-based perception modules in AVs. under uncertainty in urban driving environments for AVs.
Pei et al. [29] propose an automated whitebox testing method Abeysirigoonawardenal et al. [6] use Bayesian optimization
for safety-critical, deep-learning components, based on neuron to find adversarial NPC behaviors that crash AVs. They look
coverage and cross-referencing oracles. Calo et al. [36] propose for collisions, regardless of whether they are avoidable or
sequential and combined approaches to search for alternative are infractions of the AV, to formulate defensive AV driving
configurations that avoid accidents for the path-planning module strategies. In our study, we look for design deficiencies of the
of AVs. While these studies are useful in improving certain AV ADS with respect to safety violations.
VII. C ONCLUSION
modules, an end-to-end ADS consists of many safety-critical
components that work together synergistically. Therefore, it is
We propose AV-F UZZER, an automated fuzzing framework
critically important to assess ADS software end-to-end, as we that can generate AV safety violation scenarios. We demonstrate
do in this work, to understand the deficiencies of the system. AV-F UZZER on an industrial-grade AV platform, Baidu Apollo,
Some recent studies focus on bridging conventional testing and find safety violation scenarios in a timely manner. These
techniques to AVs [4], [5], [7], [35], [37]–[39]. Corso et safety violations are traceable to design deficiencies in Apollo.
al. [7] leverage adaptive stress-testing techniques to find both We characterize the deficiencies and discuss their overarching
vulnerabilities and failures in AVs. They perturb the trajectories causes.
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